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ABSTRACT
The feasibility of using vegetation greenness metrics as a proxy for transpiration variability over Australia is
demonstrated. Several global evapotranspiration datasets, one of which provides transpiration data and is
constructed independently of the vegetation greenness measurements, are compared to four satellite-based
observations representative of the state of the vegetation over several regions in Australia. Further estimates
of the transpiration are obtained by decomposing the evapotranspiration datasets using an ensemble of land
surface model simulations. On monthly time scales, the greenness anomaly metrics show a near one-to-one
relationship with the transpiration estimates when the time series are appropriately scaled by the mean. The
authors demonstrate that anomalous vegetation greenness metrics, when properly scaled, provide a tool for
evaluating transpiration variability simulated by land surface models and observation-based evapotranspiration datasets that include transpiration. These methods provide a new test to help constrain the dynamic
behavior of the land surface in climate model simulations.

1. Introduction
The land surface plays a significant role in regional
and global climate and weather (Lawrence and Chase
2009; McAlpine et al. 2009; Koster et al. 2012; Marcella
and Eltahir 2012; ter Maat et al. 2013). Land surface
models in climate and weather prediction systems not
only partition the incoming radiative energy into sensible and latent heat fluxes, but they also partition the
latent heat or evapotranspiration (the sum of all latent
heat fluxes ET) into soil evaporation ESOIL, canopy
evaporation ECAN, and transpiration ETRANS. The distribution and magnitude of simulated precipitation is
sensitive to ET partitioning (Lawrence et al. 2007) because ESOIL, ECAN, and ETRANS exhibit different
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temporal responses (Scott et al. 1997; Lohmann and
Wood 2003; Wang et al. 2006). Quantifying present-day
ET and separating out the components has proven difficult because of the lack of direct measurements of
ETRANS, ECAN, and ESOIL at large spatial scales.
Since ET cannot be directly derived from available
satellite measurements, several methods that combine
observations and modeling frameworks have been suggested to estimate land surface ET globally. These techniques generally synthesize knowledge of the physical
mechanisms that govern ET with available measurements of the land surface and atmospheric states known
to impact land surface fluxes (Wang et al. 2007; Wang
and Liang 2008; Cleugh et al. 2007; Mu et al. 2007, 2009;
Zhang et al. 2010; Miralles et al. 2010). Comparisons of
various global ET products demonstrate that they are
generally well correlated, exhibit the expected spatial
variations due to climate distributions, and show comenez et al. 2011;
parable large-scale ET patterns (Jim
Mueller et al. 2011). Central to the assessment of these
ET datasets is validation against flux tower observations
(Cleugh et al. 2007; Wang et al. 2007; Mu et al. 2009;
Zhang et al. 2010), which generally show good agreement. In contrast to the total ET, the observed behavior
of ETRANS, ESOIL, and ECAN at regional to global scales
remains unresolved and poorly constrained in model
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simulations because of the lack of ET component measurements representative of these scales.
Transpiration is regarded as the largest component of
ET across various vegetation regimes (Wallace et al.
1993; Wilson et al. 2001; Ferretti et al. 2003; Williams
et al. 2004; Jasechko et al. 2013). Globally, multiple
models consistently show that ETRANS is larger than
ESOIL and ECAN (Dirmeyer et al. 2005). However, ET
partitioning varies spatially and temporally, so that
while ESOIL and ECAN are smaller on the global mean,
each can be the dominant flux in certain circumstances
(Allen 1990; Yunusa et al. 1997; Scott et al. 2006;
Lawrence and Chase 2009). While models provide
knowledge regarding ET components at regional to
global scales, local observations of ET components have
been found via several methods (Herbst et al. 1996; Scott
et al. 2003; Williams et al. 2004; Yunusa et al. 2004; Scott
et al. 2006; Tang et al. 2006; Sutanto et al. 2012). Local
observations can constrain forest stand transpiration by
upscaling the tree level measurements (McJannet et al.
2007). Unfortunately, the errors in the observed partitioning may be large, and these techniques are only applicable at local scales.
A fundamental limit to a comprehensive understanding of the large-scale behavior of ETRANS is the
absence of measurements appropriate to these scales. In
this study, we evaluate the ability of various satellitederived vegetation metrics to capture the temporal dynamics of ETRANS anomalies, thus determining the
feasibility of applying scaled greenness anomalies as
a tool to constrain ETRANS simulated in weather or climate models. Scaled ETRANS anomalies from a global
ET product are directly compared to scaled greenness
anomalies over several regions in Australia. ETRANS
anomalies constructed from gridded ET observations
are included in the analysis to quantify the uncertainty
associated with the gridded ETRANS product. The analysis focuses on Australia because of the availability of
the photosynthetic vegetation fraction (discussed in
section 2b) and because Australian vegetation is generally water limited so that vegetation responds principally to precipitation anomalies (Liu et al. 2013). The
goal of this paper is therefore to examine whether suitably processed vegetation greenness metrics are a valid
proxy for ETRANS anomalies.
The manuscript is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the observations in this study, including the
vegetation greenness, ET, and ETRANS data. Section 3
details the creation of scaled, unitless, anomalous time
series; describes the ensemble of land surface model
simulations; and defines the derivation of ETRANS
anomalies from merging ET products and ET partitioning from the ensemble of simulations. The comparison
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between the various ETRANS and greenness anomalies
using regional and distributed data are presented in
section 4. Section 5 highlights the benefits and limitations of applying scaled vegetation anomalies to constrain ETRANS simulated in climate and weather models.

2. Observations
a. Transpiration estimates from model–data fusions
Three gridded ET products are used in this study as the
basis for generating ETRANS anomalies. These ET datasets are chosen to ensure the products are derived
from dissimilar (though not statistically independent)
data. We choose products from the multitude of available ET datasets using two criteria. First, one product
must include both ETRANS and ET data derived separately. Second, the other two products are chosen such
that each relies on a different ET generation technique
and input data sources as related to the first ET dataset.
The primary dataset is the Global Land-surface
Evaporation: the Amsterdam Methodology (GLEAM),
which provides daily ET, ESOIL, ECAN, and ETRANS on
a global 0.258 3 0.258 grid (Miralles et al. 2010). The
ETRANS data (hereinafter referred to as GLEAM.TR)
provide the basis to analyze the vegetation products and
the derived ETRANS, and the ET data are utilized to
construct an alternate ETRANS approximation (see section 3d). GLEAM assimilates multiple satellite observations, including several products from the Advanced
Microwave Scanning Radiometer for Earth Observing
System (AMSR-E), into a hydrological model forced
using temperature, net radiation, and precipitation
measurements. While estimates of ET, ETRANS, ESOIL,
and ECAN are produced, only the ET has been rigorously
and directly validated against flux tower measurements (Miralles et al. 2011). The variables ET and
ETRANS are modeled separately using parameterizations that depend on vegetation classification. To add
further detail to the algorithm for ETRANS, GLEAM
also uses vegetation optical depth (VOD), a microwavebased measure of the amount of moisture in the
aboveground biomass, to partly control ETRANS over
short vegetation. The temporal variability from the
visible and near-infrared-based vegetation greenness
metrics in this study (see section 2c) are not utilized in
the GLEAM ET algorithms. Therefore, GLEAM provides an independently derived (in terms of vegetation
metric input) dataset to evaluate if vegetation greenness
metrics are a useful proxy for ETRANS.
The Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) ET product (MOD16) is included in
our analysis as a means to demonstrate the uncertainty
in the ET estimates. The MODIS ET product incorporates
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various remotely sensed land surface measurements, including time-varying vegetation greenness data and
meteorological forcing data, to generate the gridded ET
product (Mu et al. 2007, 2011). The ETRANS, ESOIL, and
wet ECAN algorithms all depend on the fraction of
photosynthetic available radiation (FPAR) and the enhanced vegetation index (EVI; through the land cover
classification), while the ETRANS is also a function of leaf
area index (LAI). While based on different observations
than the VOD used in GLEAM, LAI is statistically related to VOD (Jones et al. 2011) and is used in a conceptually similar way to parameterize ETRANS as VOD
is used in GLEAM. Although the MOD16 algorithm
separately calculates ETRANS, ESOIL, and ECAN to derive
ET, only the latter is publicly available. We expect that
the MODIS ET product will be correlated with the vegetation greenness metrics because of shared observation
data. MODIS ET is used as a secondary source of information in this study to compare against the GLEAM ET
dataset and as a basis to derive ETRANS estimates that do
not rely on the VOD data utilized by GLEAM.TR.
The final ET dataset included in the analysis is the ET
product from Jung et al. (2010, hereinafter J2010). J2010
upscales flux tower observations of ET to a global 0.58 3
0.58 grid using a model tree ensemble. In contrast to
GLEAM, J2010 uses time-variant FPAR to drive (at
least partly) the turbulent fluxes. Given that LAI is the
biomass equivalent of FPAR (both are derived coincidentally in the MODIS algorithm), J2010 is not
calculated independently of vegetation greenness metrics. However, J2010 includes estimates of the J2010
model uncertainty in addition to the ET data. The uncertainty in J2010 is defined as the standard deviation of
ET among the ensemble of model simulations. Therefore, J2010 is included in the evaluation of GLEAM,
MOD16, and the vegetation observations to provide
a means to determine if the differences between the
products lie within the range of approximated uncertainty (see section 3d).

b. Satellite observations of vegetation greenness
We utilize several datasets representative of differing
properties of the vegetation. Vegetation greenness
metrics commonly share algorithms or input data (discussed below), and we therefore select the vegetation
metrics so that each either incorporates (or neglects)
data in the other metrics or is derived from a different
observation platform. The products analyzed are the
normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI), EVI,
LAI, and the photosynthetic vegetation fraction (PVF).
We include three products based on MODIS and one
from the Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer
(AVHRR) reflectance measurements.
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NDVI, a measure of chlorophyll abundance (i.e.,
greenness), is calculated using the difference between
near-infrared and visible (from the red channel) observations. This study uses AVHRR-based NDVI obtained
from the Global Inventory Modeling and Mapping
Studies (GIMMS; Tucker et al. 2004; Pinz
on et al. 2005;
Tucker et al. 2005). In addition to the reflectance measurements that define NDVI, EVI incorporates an
additional channel (blue), to remove aerosol contamination and alleviate the saturation exhibited in NDVI
(Zhang et al. 2004). Given that NDVI and EVI share
several common inputs, the MODIS EVI observations
are chosen to complement the AVHRR NDVI.
LAI is the one-sided green leaf area per unit area of
land surface (m2 m22). The primary MODIS LAI algorithm combines land cover type data, up to seven reflectance channels (1–7), and a suite of canopy models to
generate LAI and FPAR coincidentally in the MOD15
product. This study uses a reprocessed global product
derived from MODIS Collection 5 LAI data (MOD15A2;
Yuan et al. 2011). The data are filtered and filled utilizing
a two-step process to improve the data that were originally flagged as low quality. The reprocessed LAI data
showed a significant improvement over the original
MODIS data when compared to observations at 26 sites
(Yuan et al. 2011).
The MODIS-derived PVF estimates the fraction of
the land surface covered with photosynthetically active
(green) vegetation over Australia (Guerschman et al.
2009). PVF, the bare soil fraction, and nonphotosynthetically active fraction on a 0.058 3 0.058 grid are generated
by combining NDVI and bands 6 and 7 from MODIS.
PVF is formulated to capture rapid increases in greenness, such as the green-up in northern Australia savannas following precipitation. The MODIS-derived
fractions show good agreement with locally measured
quantities with coefficient of determination r2 values
ranging from approximately 0.6 to 0.9 (Guerschman
et al. 2009).
The four observations of the land surface vegetation
are selected to introduce at least some independence
between them. PVF, EVI, and LAI all incorporate the
measurements utilized to calculate NDVI. We use the
AVHRR NDVI to avoid utilizing four vegetation observations (NDVI, PVF, EVI, and LAI) that are based
on the same MODIS reflectance observations that define the MODIS NDVI. Although PVF, EVI, and LAI
are all MODIS products that share some common
measurements, they also make use of different algorithms or data not included in the others. For example,
EVI is based on a combination of the data used in NDVI
(bands 1 and 2 from MODIS) and the blue channel
(band 3), while PVF modifies the NDVI data using
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bands 6 and 7, and LAI includes bands 1–7. Therefore,
the choice of vegetation metrics is grounded in the
knowledge that each vegetation observation uses some
independent information.
In summary, this study utilizes one gridded ETRANS,
three ET, and four vegetation greenness datasets to
evaluate the ability of greenness measurements to capture the timing and magnitude of ETRANS anomalies.
The vegetation metrics (PVF, NDVI, EVI, and LAI)
represent differing physical quantities derived from
both AVHRR and MODIS; however, they are all indicative of the vegetative state with larger values over
green, leaf-filled ecosystems. GLEAM.TR is utilized as
the primary ETRANS data source as it is generated independently of the vegetation metrics examined here
and provides ETRANS, ESOIL, and ECAN data. The
GLEAM, MODIS, and J2010 ET form the basis of alternate ETRANS anomaly estimates derived using an ensemble of land surface model simulations (see section 3d).
The derived ETRANS anomalies create a context to determine the importance of the differences (see section 4)
between the ETRANS inferred from the vegetation measurements and the GLEAM ETRANS data, and they also
allow the feasibility of the GLEAM ETRANS data to be
accessed.

3. Data analysis methods and experiments
a. Generation of scaled anomalies
The monthly mean ETRANS, ET, and vegetation observations are first interpolated to match the spatial
resolution of the coarsest resolution dataset (J2010 at
0.58 3 0.58). At each 0.58 3 0.58 grid cell, the mean annual cycle is subtracted from the monthly data to produce the anomalous ETRANS, ET, and vegetation indices.
The resulting anomalies cannot be directly compared
since the vegetation metrics and flux products lack
a common unit. To compare the water fluxes with the
vegetation greenness anomalies, unitless data are produced by scaling (at each grid point) the spatially distributed anomalies with the temporal mean (including
the mean annual cycle) of the interpolated data using
/ ˉxm ,
xSm 5 xanom
m

(1)

where x is the flux (J2010, GLEAM, or MODIS) or
vegetation (LAI, EVI, NDVI, or PVF) data, xSm is the
is the anomaly (found by
scaled monthly anomaly, xanom
m
removing the mean annual cycle and applying a 1-2-1
three-month smoothing), and ˉxm is the average of the
raw time series for month m (on the 0.58 3 0.58 grid).
Equation (1) is applied separately to each flux and
vegetation dataset at each grid cell, yielding unitless
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FIG. 1. The dominant (by percent cover in each grid cell area)
vegetation classes (bare soil, crop, forest, shrub, or grass) over
Australia derived from the default MODIS-derived CLM4 vegetation type dataset. Southwestern (green), southeastern (black),
eastern (blue), and northern (red) Australia are outlined and define the four regions used to analyze the spatially averaged
anomalies.

anomalies. In contrast to normalization (subtracting the
mean and dividing by the standard deviation), Eq. (1)
allows for the variability (standard deviation) of each
time series to differ. Equation (1) enables the direct
comparison of the ET, ETRANS, or greenness anomalies
because the result is unitless without constraining the
magnitude of the anomalies. We compare the magnitude of the anomalies from Eq. (1) against anomalies of
the same variable from different time periods, and we
directly compare the greenness and ETRANS time series
against each other.
The analysis focuses on four regions (Fig. 1) in Australia. The dominant vegetation cover from the default
MODIS-based Community Land Model, version 4
(CLM4), land cover data is classified as bare soil, forests, grasses, shrubs, or crops in Fig. 1. Comparing the
regions with the dominant vegetation classes in Fig. 1,
the four regions encompass a range of vegetation classes, as well as the major climate regimes in Australia and
a variety of local land–atmosphere processes (Evans
et al. 2011). The region composed of northern Australia
includes savannas consisting of sparse trees and grass
and a monsoonal climate, while the eastern Australia
region includes an abundance of forests and a relative
lack of croplands. Southeastern Australia includes the
majority of the eastern region; however, it also extends
westward to encompass the Murray–Darling basin that
includes a large area of crops in the south, as well as
deserts in the northwest. Finally, the southwestern
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region is included because the climate of this area differs
from the eastern or southeastern regions as the summers
are hot and dry and the majority of the precipitation
occurs during the colder months.

b. CLM4 and CABLE description and model
simulations
In contrast to the demonstrated performance of the
GLEAM ET product over several regions, GLEAM.TR
(ETRANS) has not been directly and extensively validated (Miralles et al. 2010). Indirect validation of the
GLEAM ETRANS is implied from the ET comparison
because ET is largely dominated by ETRANS (Jasechko
et al. 2013) in many locations, although this implicitly
neglects ESOIL and ECAN. Rather than assuming that the
ETRANS is equivalent to the total ET, several independently derived (in relation to GLEAM.TR) estimates of ETRANS are generated. The feasibility of
GLEAM.TR, and the differences between GLEAM.TR
and greenness anomalies, are directly analyzed and
compared to the ETRANS data uncertainty. Estimates of
ETRANS [see Eq. (5) in section 3d] are found by decomposing the J2010, GLEAM, and MODIS ET using
the ET partitioning from simulations of the processbased CLM4 (Oleson et al. 2010) and the Community
Atmosphere Biosphere Land Exchange, version 2.0
(CABLE2.0), model (Abramowitz et al. 2008; Wang
et al. 2011). By decomposing the ET products, the estimates are observationally based and are therefore
preferable to directly using the CLM4 or CABLE2.0
output (see supplemental material). The accuracy of
utilizing CLM4 or CABLE2.0 to disaggregate the ET
observations is dependent on the model correctly partitioning the ET into the different components. While ET
partitioning in CLM has been assessed (Lawrence et al.
2007), the validity of the CLM4 or CABLE2.0 partitioning at regional (hundreds of kilometers) scales is
unknown because of the lack of suitable ET component
observations. Therefore, an ensemble of simulations
using CLM4 and CABLE2.0 each with two model configurations and several forcing data are utilized to estimate the uncertainty in the ET partitioning. The CLM4
simulations were previously used by Decker et al. (2013)
and agree well with the total column soil moisture
changes from the Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment (GRACE) and the AMSR-E surface soil
moisture observations. The model configurations utilized are 1) the default CLM4 and modified (to include
the same groundwater module as CLM4) CABLE2.0
configurations, which include coupling between the soil
column and an aquifer (hereinafter referred to as GW),
and 2) the modified CLM4 and default CABLE2.0
model, which both neglect the influence of the groundwater

TABLE 1. Summary of the eight CLM4 and four CABLE simulations used in deriving ETRANS from the satellite ET observations.
The primary forcing data are composed of temperature, humidity,
wind speed, surface pressure, and shortwave and longwave radiation data. The precipitation is given by either the uncorrected
MERRA or GLDAS data, by scaling the MERRA precipitation
using the BAWAP (labeled as BP) observations, or by disaggregating the daily BAWAP precipitation using TRMM 3B42
(labeled BP1TM).
Primary forcing
MERRA
MERRA
MERRA
GLDAS
MERRA
MERRA
MERRA
MERRA
MERRA
MERRA
GLDAS
MERRA
MERRA
MERRA

Precipitation
MERRA
MERRA1BP
BP1TM
GLDAS
MERRA
MERRA1BP
BP1TM
MERRA
MERRA1BP
BP1TM
GLDAS
MERRA
MERRA1BP
BP1TM

Model configuration
CLM-GW
CLM-GW
CLM-GW
CLM-GW
CABLE-GW
CABLE-GW
CABLE-GW
CLM-NoGW
CLM-NoGW
CLM-NoGW
CLM-NoGW
CABLE-NoGW
CABLE-NoGW
CABLE-NoGW

on the soil column (hereinafter referred to as NoGW).
The NoGW simulations use a free drainage bottom
boundary condition for calculating the vertical movement of soil water, which contrasts the coupling between
the soil and groundwater in GW. Compared to simulations including groundwater, the NoGW simulations
reduce the monthly ET in disagreement with satellitebased observations and reduce the fraction of ET due
to ETRANS. The inclusion of two models with and without groundwater in the ensemble increases the spread
of the simulated ratio of ETRANS to ET, generating
a larger estimate of the uncertainty resulting from the
disaggregation methods. The spread of the simulated
ET partitioning is thus intentionally increased to help
account for the lack of detailed knowledge of the actual
regional ET partitioning.
A summary of the eight separate CLM4 and six
CABLE2.0 simulations is shown in Table 1. A total of
eight CLM4 simulations are performed with four forcing
datasets; four (each using a different forcing data described in section 3c) of the simulations use the default
CLM4 configuration including groundwater (GW), and
four have the influence of the groundwater removed
(NoGW). The six CABLE2.0 simulations consist of
three (using forcing data described in section 3c) with
groundwater and three without. All of the simulations
use the default CLM4 or CABLE parameters and the
same specified land cover with static vegetation fractions. The default CLM4 MODIS-based LAI and stem
area index (SAI) are prescribed, and they lack LAI
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anomalies (see section 4) because interannual variability
is neglected. Despite the lack of interannual variability in
the vegetation characteristics, the ETRANS variability in
the CLM4 simulations closely matches the greenness
metric variations, demonstrating that interannual vegetation variability is not essential for capturing the surface flux variations in CLM4 (Decker et al. 2013).
The model runs are conducted at the same horizontal
resolution as the forcing datasets (0.258 3 0.258). The GW
and NoGW simulations are spun up separately running
one GW and one NoGW simulation using the corrected
National Centers for Environmental Prediction–National
Center for Atmospheric Research (NCEP–NCAR; Qian
et al. 2006) data for the period 1948–79. The four
CLM4 GW (NoGW) simulations are initialized using the
restart file from the single 1948–79 GW (NoGW) simulation while the three CABLE2.0 GW (NoGW) simulations are initialized from the 1979 CABLE2.0 GW
(NoGW) restart file and subsequently run for the period
1980–2009 using one of the four different forcing datasets (see section 3c). The monthly mean ET components
(ESOIL, ECAN, and ETRANS) are aggregated to the same
0.58 3 0.58 grid of the J2010 data and utilized to estimate
ETRANS from the ET products (see section 3d).

c. Forcing data generation
This study utilizes data from the Modern-Era Retrospective Analysis for Research and Applications
(MERRA; Rienecker et al. 2011), the Global Land Data
Assimilation System (GLDAS; Rodell et al. 2004), the
Bureau of Meteorology Australian Water Availability
Project (BAWAP) daily precipitation (Jones et al. 2009),
and the Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM)
3B42 3-hourly precipitation (Huffman et al. 2007) to force
CLM4. Previously, Decker et al. (2013) found MERRA
underestimates precipitation relative to BAWAP in parts
of southeastern Australia. Contrasting the monthly precipitation from GLDAS and BAWAP reveals large regional biases prior to the year 2000 (figure not shown).
The uncertainty from inaccurate forcing is included in the
ensemble by running both CLM4 configurations four
times and both CABLE2.0 configurations three times,
with each CLM4 or CABLE2.0 configuration using
a different forcing dataset. The four datasets used to force
CLM4 are 1) MERRA, 2) GLDAS, 3) MERRA with bias
corrected precipitation from Decker et al. (2013), and
4) MERRA with the precipitation replaced with temporally disaggregated BAWAP rainfall data while CABLE2.0
is forced with the three different MERRA datasets. The
GLDAS data were not utilized to drive CABLE2.0 because CABLE2.0 lacks the ability to temporally interpolate the 3-hourly GLDAS data and therefore would
run on a different time step than the rest of the model
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simulations. The two corrected datasets only constrain
the precipitation, with the temperature, humidity, wind
speed, and radiation taken directly from MERRA.
MERRA, BAWAP, and TRMM are interpolated to
match the horizontal resolution (0.258 3 0.258) of
GLDAS and then combined using two methods. The
MERRA precipitation is bias corrected in Decker et al.
(2013) by scaling (at each grid point) the data using
P Sm,h 5

PBAWAP
m
PMERRA
m

PMERRA
,
m,h

(2)

where P Sm,h (mm s21) is the scaled MERRA precipitation
(mm s21) is the
(hourly) for month m and hour h, PMERRA
m,h
MERRA
(mm s21) is the mean
raw MERRA precipitation, Pm
(mm s21) is
monthly MERRA precipitation, and PBAWAP
m
the mean monthly BAWAP precipitation. Equation (2)
ensures that the corrected precipitation forcing matches
the BAWAP observations on monthly time scales;
however, the distribution of daily rainfall is uncorrected.
An alternate precipitation forcing is generated by
replacing the MERRA precipitation with temporally
disaggregated BAWAP data. The daily BAWAP observations are decomposed into hourly forcing using the
3-hourly TRMM 3B42 measurements. First, the mean
diurnal cycle (3 hourly) weighted by precipitation at
each grid point for each month of the year is found using
Ny Nd

å å PTRMM
y,m,d,h

y51 d51
TRMM
5
Fm
,h
Ny Nd Nh

,

(3)

å å å PTRMM
y,m,d,h

y51 d51 h51

TRMM
where Fm
(unitless) is the fraction of the daily
,h
TRMM precipitation that falls during the 3-h time period centered at hour h in month m, PTRMM
y,m,d,h (mm) is the
TRMM precipitation at hour h of day d in month m and
year y, Ny is the total number of years, Nh is the number
of time steps in a day, and Nd is the total number of days
in month m. Equation (3) finds the mean diurnal cycle for
each month of the year using the available TRMM (beginning in 1998) data and is applied to the full 1979–2010
period. The interannual variations in the subdaily precipitation are neglected; therefore, the mean monthly
diurnal cycle from 1998 to 2010 is assumed to reasonably
represent the entire 1979–97 period. The subdaily
BAWAP precipitation is subsequently found using

TRMM BAWAP
Py,m,d ,
PDA
y,m,d,h 5 Fm,h

(4)

21
where PDA
y,m,d,h (mm s ) is the resulting precipitation
disaggregated to 3-hourly time steps. As opposed to Eq. (2),
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Eqs. (3) and (4) preserve distribution of daily precipitation from BAWAP in the forcing product.

d. Transpiration estimates derived from ET
observations

TRen
m
,
ETen
m

(6)

where ETobs
i,n is the observed ET from the dataset
(GLEAM, MODIS, or J2010), Fm is median fraction of
ETRANS relative to ET calculated using the eight ensemble members, and X_CPm is the estimated ETRANS
anomaly for dataset X. The ETRANS estimates are derived by applying Eq. (6) separately to the GLEAM,
MODIS, and J2010 ET products, which are referred to
as GLEAM_CP, MODIS_CP, and J2010_CP, respectively. The uncertainty in deriving ETRANS using Eq. (6)
en
. The
is estimated from the ensemble spread of Fm
uncertainty is included in the GLEAM and MODISbased ETRANS is found using
en
)](ETobs
X_UNm 5 [Fm 6 s(Fm
m ),

(8)
where s(ETJ2010
) is the standard deviation among the
m
individual ensemble members in the J2010 ET data.
Equations (7) and (8) allow the uncertainty of our
method of estimating ETRANS to be assessed and provide context for the comparison between GLEAM.TR
and the vegetation greenness metrics.

4. Results
(5)

where TRen
m is the simulated (using CLM4 or CABLE2.0)
monthly ETRANS from ensemble member en, ETmen is
the ET from the same model simulation, and F en
m is the
fraction of ET from ETRANS for month m. Utilizing the
simulated ETRANS fraction is preferable to using the raw
ETRANS from CLM4 or CABLE2.0 because analysis of
the CLM4 simulations (see supplemental material)
demonstrates that the model uncertainty in the ETRANS
fraction is lower than the model uncertainty in ETRANS.
Equation (5) is applied separately to all 12 ensemble
en
varies with choice of forcing data and
members, as Fm
model configuration. The ETRANS is derived with the
en
using
ensemble median Fm
X_CPm 5 Fm ETobs
m ,

(GLEAM_UN) or MODIS (MODIS_UN). Finally, we
derive the estimated uncertainty in ET from the J2010
product using
en
J2010_UNm 5 [Fm 6 sm (Fm
)][ETJ2010
6 s(ETJ2010
)],
m
m

Transpiration is generated from the MODIS, J2010,
and GLEAM ET using monthly ETRANS and ET from an
ensemble of CLM4 simulations. The estimates are derived from multiple ET products with multiple CLM4
simulations to explicitly represent both data and model
uncertainty. Assuming CLM4 accurately partitions ET
into the various components, the simulated partitioning
is applied to the ET products to generate ETRANS. The
fraction of ET due to ETRANS is calculated for each of the
simulations using
en
5
Fm
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(7)

en
en
) is the standard deviation of Fm
from the
where s(Fm
eight simulations and X_UNm is the estimated ETRANS
including model uncertainty for either GLEAM

a. Correlation between ET and vegetation greenness
anomalies
The statistical significance of the relationship between
the vegetation metrics and the GLEAM and J2010 ET
products is analyzed using the Kendall Tau coefficient
Kt (Fig. 2). The Kt is a nonparametric rank correlation
coefficient that statistically quantifies the relationship
between two time series without assuming any functional dependence (such as linearity). Figure 2 demonstrates that the vegetation metrics are statistically
related (at the 95% confidence level) to the two ET
anomalies over many regions in Australia, especially
close to the coasts where the vegetation has a higher
density (i.e., larger values of LAI, EVI, NDVI, or PVF).
Comparing Fig. 1 and Fig. 2, the agreement between the
greenness and ET anomalies is lowest over the bare soil
in central Australia and highest in the regions dominated by grasses, forests, or shrubs. In the northern
monsoon region (north of 178S; Fig. 1), LAI and EVI are
more strongly correlated to ET than NDVI or PVF, with
values generally greater than 0.8. All four metrics are
statistically related over some regions in northern
Australia, although NDVI corresponds to either the
GLEAM or J2010 ET data over much less area than the
MODIS products. EVI and LAI are more strongly related to both ET products than PVF over the northern
savannas, even though PVF is formulated to capture the
rapid green-up observed in savannas. The strong associations between both LAI and EVI and both ET datasets south of approximately 258S contrasts the behavior
of PVF. NDVI and PVF are statistically related (Kt ;
0.6) to the J2010 ET in regions of southwestern Australia
(Figs. 2e–h) where no relationship exists with GLEAM.
While GLEAM does not assimilate temporal vegetation
data from MODIS, the MODIS products show stronger
relationships with GLEAM than the AVHRR NDVI.
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FIG. 2. Kendall tau between the monthly anomalies of the (left) GLEAM ET and (a) MODIS
LAI, (c) MODIS EVI, (e) AVHRR NDVI, and (g) MODIS-derived PVF. Also shown is Kt
between the monthly (right) J2010 ET anomalies and (b) MODIS LAI, (d) MODIS EVI,
(f) AVHRR NDVI, and (h) MODIS-based PVF. Only values of Kt that are significant at the 95%
level are included.
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Figure 2 shows that at least one greenness anomaly is
statistically related to ET from J2010 or GLEAM over
most regions in Australia.

b. Regional mean relationships
The statistically significant relationship between the
ET and the greenness anomalies (especially LAI and
EVI) in Fig. 2 implies that ETRANS and vegetation
anomalies should also demonstrate significant agreement. The time series of the spatially averaged (over the
four regions from Fig. 1) scaled vegetation; the ETRANS
derived from GLEAM, MODIS, and J2010 (GLEAM_CP,
MODIS_CP, and J2010_CP); and the GLEAM.TR
anomalies are shown in Fig. 3. The shading in Fig. 3 is the
area bound by the upper and lower curves from Eqs. (7)
and (8), and it indicates the uncertainties from partitioning the ET as well as the J2010 ET uncertainty.
J2010_CP, LAI, and PVF in Fig. 3a show a decline in
ETRANS from 2000 to 2003, with the magnitude of the
anomaly around 2001 differing between the products,
followed by a recovery (a return to positive anomalies)
from 2003 to 2005. In contrast, the NDVI anomalies
increase from 2000 to 2002, before falling to reach a local
minimum around 2003 in agreement with the other
vegetation metrics. The initial decline is observed in
J2010_CP as well as LAI and PVF; however, LAI shows
better agreement with J2010_CP than PVF over this
time period. A similar decline is seen in Figs. 3b, 3c, and
3d from 2000 to 2003, with the minimum scaled ETRANS
anomalies ranging from 20% to 60% of the mean depending on the region and ETRANS estimate. Over
southeastern and eastern Australia (Figs. 3b and 3c) the
magnitude of the 2003 ETRANS anomaly is much larger
than for the other regions, reaching up to ;60% of the
mean values. The LAI, EVI, and MODIS_CP anomalies
are smaller; however, they remain within the uncertainty
from Eqs. (7) and (8). The amplitude of the 2003–05
ETRANS anomaly in southeastern Australia (Fig. 3b)
shows large disagreement between PVF, GLEAM.TR,
and the other estimates. While EVI, LAI, GLEAM_CP,
and J2010_CP are within the estimated uncertainty here,
GLEAM.TR has a larger and delayed peak, while PVF
does not recover as fully. The ETRANS anomaly during this period is greater than zero even when uncertainty estimates are included, in contrast to the PVF
anomalies.
Comparing the results from GLEAM_CP and
GLEAM.TR (Figs. 3b–d), the local maxima and minima
in GLEAM_CP are larger than GLEAM.TR during the
large (positive and negative) anomalies. For example,
Fig. 3b shows positive anomalies around 0.30 (GLEAM.
TR) and 0.35 (GLEAM_CP) near 2004. Given the common ET data comprising both estimates, the differences
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are a result of CLM4/CABLE2.0 and GLEAM partitioning the ET differently. However, GLEAM_CP
more closely matches the timing and magnitude from
GLEAM.TR than MODIS_CP and J2010_CP in all four
regions. Although GLEAM_CP exhibits slightly larger
anomalies than GLEAM.TR, the overall agreement of
timing and magnitudes between the two time series
demonstrates that our method of partitioning with ET
data using CLM4 and CABLE2.0 produces reasonable
ETRANS anomalies.
The linear correlations (given in Table 2 as ravg) between GLEAM.TR and the derived ETRANS (including
the vegetation data) from Fig. 3 are generally similar,
except for PVF over eastern and NDVI over northern
Australia. PVF shows lower correlations with GLEAM.
TR than EVI for all of the regions except for the
southwest, were PVF is the most highly correlated. Of
the vegetation products, EVI and LAI maintain a high
correlation with GLEAM.TR over all of the regions,
with LAI and EVI having minimum correlations of 0.59
and 0.72, respectively. While the greenness anomalies
are well correlated with GLEAM.TR, MODIS_CP has
a better linear relationship (ravg 5 0.84) to GLEAM.TR
over eastern Australia, followed closely by LAI with
ravg ; 0.8. However, the close relationship between the
MODIS_CP and GLEAM.TR breaks down in the southwest region. Given that all of the other ETRANS and
vegetation time series correspond well with GLEAM.
TR over this region, we conclude that MODIS_CP is
likely in error because of the MODIS ET data.
While Fig. 3 demonstrates that LAI and EVI generally agree with the timing and magnitude of anomalies
from MODIS_CP and J2010_CP, these two vegetation
observations demonstrate a tighter relationship with the
GLEAM.TR data than NDVI or PVF (Table 2). The
greenness observations are generally within the range of
uncertainty estimated using two model configurations,
four forcing datasets, and the J2010 ET uncertainty.
Overall, the agreement between the ETRANS and
greenness anomalies over the four regions is evident in
Fig. 3 and Table 2.

c. Grid point–scale relationships
The agreement among the datasets in Fig. 3 is generally maintained in the distributed data; however, the
scatter between the products increases. A scatterplot of
the grid cell anomalies against GLEAM.TR from the
southeastern region is shown in Fig. 4, with the statistics
(along with the other regions) given in Table 2. The
relationship between the distributed anomalies (black
points in Fig. 4) shows considerable scatter that is not
evident in Fig. 3. LAI (Fig. 4c) and MODIS_CP (Fig.
4d), and to a lesser extent J2010_CP (Fig. 4b), exhibit
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FIG. 3. Time series of the scaled (by the mean), regionally averaged vegetation greenness and ETRANS anomalies
over (a) northern (north of 178S), (b) southeastern (258–408S, 1408–1558E), (c) eastern (east of 1508E), and
(d) southwestern (298–358S, 1128–1258E) Australia (the regions are shown in Fig. 1). The shaded areas are the estimated
uncertainties given by the upper and lower bounds from Eqs. (7) and (8).

similar patterns in the distributed data and thus relate
similarly to GLEAM.TR. All three contrast the distributed data from PVF (Fig. 4a) and GLEAM_CP (Fig.
4f). In particular, both MODIS_CP and LAI have

instances where a near zero GLEAM.TR anomaly
corresponds to MODIS_CP or LAI anomalies up to
approximately 1.0, as well as anomalies where GLEAM.
TR is around 1–1.5 while LAI and MODIS_CP are

TABLE 2. The correlation between the region mean anomalies (ravg), the spatiotemporal correlation from all grid points within a region
(rdist), and the slope of the linear regression of the given anomaly against the GLEAM.TR. The southeastern, eastern, northern, and
southwestern regions are shown in Fig. 1.
Southeast

PVF
LAI
EVI
NDVI
J2010
MODIS
GLEAM

Eastern

Northern

Southwestern

ravg

rdist

Slope

ravg

rdist

Slope

ravg

rdist

Slope

ravg

rdist

Slope

0.49
0.81
0.77
0.82
0.82
0.84
0.97

0.07
0.52
0.53
0.47
0.64
0.41
0.93

0.57
0.33
0.22
0.16
0.37
0.27
1.01

0.78
0.89
0.85
0.80
0.83
0.84
0.98

0.44
0.55
0.57
0.49
0.64
0.45
0.96

0.53
0.34
0.23
0.17
0.35
0.30
0.96

0.63
0.59
0.72
0.47
0.74
0.79
0.94

0.44
0.48
0.54
0.37
0.53
0.40
0.91

0.66
0.59
0.26
0.20
0.35
0.36
0.87

0.78
0.74
0.75
0.73
0.73
0.26
0.98

0.43
0.41
0.42
0.44
0.54
0.15
0.95

0.67
0.26
0.17
0.20
0.26
0.06
0.99
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FIG. 4. Scatterplot of scaled, anomalous (left) vegetation greenness from (a) PVF, (c) LAI,
(e) EVI, and (g) NDVI and (right) ETRANS from (b) J2010_CP, (d) MODIS_CP, and
(f) GLEAM_CP as a function of the scaled GLEAM.TR anomalies from southeastern
Australia (258–408S, 1408–1558E). The individual grid cells (black dots), the spatially averaged
data (large red circles), and the linear regression (blue line) including 95% confidence intervals from the regression (gray shading; obscured by the regression line in most panels) are
shown. The correlation from the spatially averaged (red dots) and distributed (black points)
data, as well as the slope of the regression, are given in the legend.
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approximately zero. However, both LAI and MODIS_CP
generally have the same sign as GLEAM.TR. The
overestimation of some small GLEAM.TR ETRANS
anomalies is also present for EVI (Fig. 4e), although the
magnitude is smaller than LAI and MODIS_CP. The
scatterplot of the grid cell relationships in J2010_CP
(Fig. 4b) and MODIS_CP (Fig. 4d) is quantitatively
similar, but MODIS_CP contains many large negative
anomalies (with values less than 21.0) coinciding with
much smaller GLEAM.TR anomalies that are not
present for J2010_CP.
While LAI, EVI, and MODIS_CP overestimate
GLEAM.TR for some grid cells, PVF (Fig. 4a) shows
large positive and negative anomalies that correspond to
very small positive and negative GLEAM.TR values.
The inability of PVF to capture the GLEAM.TR variations in Fig. 4a is quantified by the low spatiotemporal
correlation (rdist in Table 2) of only 0.07. On the other
hand, rdist between GLEAM.TR and the LAI (0.52),
EVI (0.53), and NDVI (0.47) anomalies are similar. PVF
is clearly the outlier with regard to the ability of the
vegetation to correspond to southeastern Australia
ETRANS anomalies. Surprisingly, rdist from the distributed MODIS_CP anomalies (0.41) is lower than the
vegetation metrics, aside from PVF. Both the vegetation
greenness and the derived ETRANS anomalies show
considerable scatter when plotted against GLEAM.TR,
yet much of the uncertainty is reduced by spatially
averaging the grid cell anomalies into regional ETRANS
estimates. Large increases in correlation are evident by
comparing rdist to ravg (correlation from the spatial
mean data, i.e., the red dots) in the legends in Fig. 4. The
amount of improvement varies, with LAI increasing
from 0.52 to 0.81 and EVI improving from 0.53 to 0.77.
The universal improvement in correlation obtained by
spatially averaging the data indicates that the comparison of ETRANS data with greenness observations is most
suitably applied to large regions.
The regression lines in Fig. 4 highlight key differences
among the greenness observations not evident from
examining the ravg or rdist. The slope of the best fit lines
from EVI (0.22) and NDVI (0.16) are comparable and
statistically smaller than slopes from LAI (0.33), PVF
(0.57), J2010_CP (0.37), and MODIS_CP (0.27). The regression indicates that the vegetation metrics, J2010_CP,
and MODIS_CP exhibit much smaller anomalies (relative
to the mean values) than GLEAM_CP and GLEAM.TR.
Independent of the differences in anomaly magnitude,
Fig. 4 demonstrates that EVI, LAI, NDVI, MODIS_CP,
GLEAM_CP, and J2010_CP are quasi-linearly related to
GLEAM.TR when averaged over southeastern Australia.
Analysis of the regression slope, rdist, and ravg from
the other three regions (shown in Table 2) supports the
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same conclusions as Fig. 4. In agreement with Fig. 4, the
correlation between the regional anomalies is much
larger than that from the distributed data for all four
regions in Table 2. Contrasting ravg of the greenness
measures to those from J2010_CP and MODIS_CP in
Table 2, it is seen that ravg from LAI or EVI generally
lies between these two estimates. The slope between
GLEAM_CP and GLEAM.TR in Table 2 is much
larger than the slopes from all of the other observations. In contrast, the slope between the MODIS_CP
(J2010_CP) and GLEAM.TR ranges from 0.06 to 0.30
(0.26–0.37). PVF has the largest slopes among the
greenness metrics, with values (0.57–0.67) larger than
those from MODIS_CP and J2010_CP. Though similar
to each other, LAI, MODIS_CP, and J2010_CP have
regression slopes much less than unity over all of the
regions. GLEAM_CP is the only derived ETRANS with
slopes near unity. The large magnitudes of the GLEAM.
TR (or GLEAM_CP) anomalies relative to the others is
apparent in Figs. 3b–d. This underestimation of anomaly
magnitude (relative to the GLEAM data) leads to
slopes much less than unity in the regressions. In contrast, the agreement in anomaly magnitude in Fig. 3a
implies the small best fit slopes are caused by differences
in timing over northern Australia. Table 2 demonstrates
that the regional GLEAM.TR anomalies are closely
related to LAI, EVI, NDVI, and PVF despite disagreement in the anomaly magnitudes. However, the
disagreement shown by rdist warrants further analysis.
The correspondence in the distributed data is further
explored in the cumulative density function (CDF) of
the correlations (calculated at each grid cell) between
GLEAM.TR and the vegetation and derived ETRANS
anomalies (Fig. 5). GLEAM_CP estimates (purple
lines) are most highly correlated with GLEAM.TR over
all four regions as the CDF remains zero until the correlation reaches approximately 0.75. The agreement
again demonstrates the validity of deriving ETRANS from
the ET products using CLM4-based partitioning. The
median correlation (the correlation for which the CDF
is 50% and indicated with horizontal gray lines in Fig. 5)
given by the greenness and ETRANS anomalies differs
between the regions. For northern Australia, the median
correlations for EVI and NDVI are both 0.34, slightly
lower than the median from LAI (0.44), MODIS_CP
(0.44), and PVF (0.48). Over southeastern Australia,
the median correlation from the greenness metrics are
0.40, 0.46, 0.44, and 0.44 for PVF, LAI, EVI, and
NDVI, respectively, which are larger than the 0.26 from
MODIS_CP. Over southeastern, eastern, and southwestern Australia, J2010_CP has correlations with
GLEAM.TR greater than 0.5 (indicated by vertical gray
lines in Fig. 5) over 60.6%, 68.4%, and 34.4% of the grid
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FIG. 5. CDF (%) of the temporal correlation calculated at each grid cell between the various vegetation or ETRANS
anomalies and GLEAM.TR from northern (north of 178S), southeastern (258–458S, 1408–1558E), eastern (east of
1458E), and southwestern (298–358S, 1128–1258E) Australia. The regions are shown in Fig. 1. The vertical gray lines
indicate where the correlation is equal to 0.5, while the horizontal gray line shows where the CDF is equal to 50%.

cells. The percent of well-correlated (r . 0.5) grid cells
using MODIS_CP is much lower, ranging from 8.1%
to 32.4% for the same regions. As such J2010_CP has
a much larger area with correlations greater than
0.5 than MODIS_CP in each of these three regions. Of
the regions, the southwest has the largest proportion of
grid cells with a correlation below 0.5 with values of
95.3%, 83.0%, 87.3%, and 73.6% for NDVI, EVI, LAI,
and PVF, respectively. In contrast, the eastern region
(Fig. 5b) shows lower percentages of grid cells with
correlations between the greenness data and GLEAM.
TR below 0.5.
Contrasting the CDF of correlations (Fig. 5) with rdist
and ravg from Table 2 again demonstrates the impact of
aggregating the individual grid cells to evaluate the

region mean ETRANS anomalies. Although the spatially
averaged PVF is less correlated with GLEAM.TR than
EVI over the southeastern region (with ravg values 0.49
and 0.77, respectively), the median correlation from the
CDF in Fig. 5b is 0.40 for PVF and, similarly, 0.44 for
EVI. For all of the regions and metrics, the correlation
between the spatially averaged anomalies is much larger
than the median correlation from the CDFs in Fig. 5.

5. Discussion
This study demonstrates the strong agreement between scaled vegetation greenness anomalies and multiple estimates of the ETRANS anomalies in several
regions of Australia. The LAI and EVI show a significant
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relationship to the independently derived GLEAM ET
product, with the strongest relations occurring in the
more densely vegetated regions near the coast (Fig. 2).
Similarly, the spatially averaged greenness observations
show good agreement with the timing of the ETRANS
anomalies from GLEAM_CP, GLEAM.TR, J2010_CP,
and MODIS_CP (Fig. 3). While the magnitudes of
the anomalies from EVI, LAI, NDVI, J2010_CP,
and MODIS_CP are roughly equivalent, those from
GLEAM_CP and GLEAM.TR are typically much
larger (Figs. 3, 4; Table 2). This suggests that greenness
metrics, particularly EVI and LAI from MODIS, are
reasonable representations of the ETRANS anomalies on
monthly time scales when both time series are scaled by
their respective mean and averaged over large (synoptic) spatial scales. Greenness observations are therefore
useful indicators of the temporal behavior of ETRANS
anomalies.
Recently, Decker et al. (2013) used similar techniques
to evaluate the variability of simulated ETRANS fluxes
over southeastern Australia by examining the differences in greenness anomalies and simulated ETRANS
between several vegetation types. This study extends
those results by comparing several vegetation metrics to
multiple estimates of ETRANS over several regions in
Australia. Vegetation anomalies provide a constraint on
ETRANS from land surface simulations, providing a new
tool for demonstrating a model’s ability to capture the
temporal variation of the land surface system. Climate
model simulations should be able to capture the timing
and magnitude of the large-scale ETRANS variability
implied by the vegetation greenness observations in
both offline and coupled simulations. The close agreement between vegetation greenness and ETRANS anomalies implies that physically accurate simulation of the
mechanisms that drive ETRANS variations should
depend on the inclusion of interannual vegetation
anomalies in the simulations. However, the CLM4 and
CABLE2.0 simulations produce reasonable interannual
variations despite omitting these anomalies, indicating
that the models must compensate for this omission,
something deserving of further study. Vegetation
greenness metrics provide a means to validate simulated
ETRANS, enabling further ways to evaluate the role of
interannual variations of vegetation characteristics that
have been shown previously (Vivoni 2012; Meng et al.
2014; Kala et al. 2014). However, the uncertainty in the
anomaly magnitudes (Table 2; Figs. 3, 4) highlights that
model validation using greenness anomalies must be
carefully undertaken. Since the LAI and EVI anomalies
are generally smaller or similar in magnitude to those
from MODIS_CP or J2010_CP, they should not be regarded as an upper bound when evaluating simulated
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ETRANS. By confronting simulations with vegetation
greenness metrics, the behavior of the model simulations relative to what can be expected from the vegetation data will lead to new insights concerning the
temporal variability of the models. Our method provides a simple tool to directly evaluate the temporal
behavior of regional ETRANS in spite of the complicated
mechanisms that govern ETRANS and phenology in land
surface models.
GLEAM.TR serves as the basis to compare the
greenness metrics in this study and is therefore assumed
to be the most accurate. Although the GLEAM ET
compares favorably to flux tower data, the regional behavior of GLEAM.TR has yet to be rigorously validated
(Miralles et al. 2011). The overall agreement between
MODIS_CP, J2010_CP, and the greenness metrics with
GLEAM.TR indicate that GLEAM captures the regional ETRANS variability over much of Australia.
GLEAM_CP is highly correlated with, and of similar
magnitude to, GLEAM.TR (Table 2; Figs. 3, 4); however, both exhibit much larger anomaly magnitudes than
MODIS_CP, J2010_CP, and the vegetation metrics.
While it is possible that GLEAM.TR and GLEAM_CP
contain too much variability, the lack of regional
ETRANS observations prevents a definitive conclusion.
The disagreement in the anomaly magnitudes between
GLEAM_CP, MODIS_CP, and J2010_CP result from
differences among the ET products and not the partitioning methods. Future research utilizing flux tower
observations from differing climate regimes in Australia
may reveal if the ET anomalies from GLEAM are too
large or if those from MODIS and J2010 are too small.
The regions examined in this study demonstrate the
consistent relationship between scaled greenness and
ETRANS anomalies despite the ecosystem dependence of
the processes that limit leaf growth (Cowling and
Field 2003). Given the complexity of the mechanisms
that control ETRANS and plant greenness, it may seem
surprising that our results demonstrate the ability of
scaled regional greenness metrics to reproduce ETRANS
anomalies. However, the greenness metrics do not show
a one-to-one correspondence with ETRANS in the raw
time series or in the mean annual cycles specifically
because these physical processes are significant in
determining the mean annual cycle of ETRANS. Analysis
of the scaled (by the mean) time series without removing
the mean annual cycle reveals a low correspondence between the vegetation metrics and the ETRANS (see supplemental material). The linear relationship between
the vegetation and the ETRANS breaks down because
of differences in the mean annual cycle among the datasets; however, the agreement among GLEAM_CP,
MODIS_CP, J2010_CP, and GLEAM.TR remains. The
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available radiation, temperature, and vapor pressure
deficit seem to control the mean annual cycle of ETRANS
to the point where vegetation greenness no longer approximates the timing or magnitude of the ETRANS estimates. Therefore, the methods outlined in this study
provide a tool to evaluate the ETRANS anomalies but do
not provide information about the mean.
This study utilizes the simulated ET fraction to decompose several ET products to produce estimates of
ETRANS. The method depends on accurately simulating
the ETRANS fraction; therefore, the model uncertainty in
this quantity is included in the analysis. An alternative
and complementary approach could directly compare
the MODIS, J2010, and GLEAM ET to GLEAM.TR
under conditions when the ET is composed nearly entirely of ETRANS. Although this method would be limited in space and time, the ET would not have to be
decomposed. Future research comparing this space–
time limited method to land surface model–based
ETRANS could provide further insights into the accuracy
of ETRANS datasets.

6. Conclusions
This study compares the scaled, anomalous ETRANS
from the GLEAM dataset with ETRANS anomalies derived by decomposing ET products using land surface
model simulations and anomalous vegetation greenness
metrics. The analysis demonstrates that scaled vegetation greenness anomalies provide estimates of the
anomalous ETRANS similar to the GLEAM.TR product
and the estimates from combining multiple ET datasets
with model simulations. Despite the complex relationships between ETRANS, leaf growth, and carbon fixation,
our results show that decomposing ET products with
CLM4 and CABLE2.0 simulations provides similar
transpiration anomalies to simply assuming greenness
data is proportional to transpiration. While the agreement between NDVI, PVF, EVI, LAI, and the modelderived MODIS or J2010 ETRANS anomalies in part
results from shared use of algorithms and data, these
ETRANS estimates indicate the validity of the GLEAM.
TR product.
Our analysis suggests that the response of GLEAM.
TR to drought may be too large, as the GLEAM.TR
anomalies are larger than those given by the vegetation
metrics and the ETRANS found using other ET datasets.
However, the lack of direct ETRANS observations precludes any strong conclusions concerning the quality
of GLEAM.TR data. Until new observation techniques
allow for more direct measurement of ETRANS on
regional and global scales, vegetation greenness data
can be utilized in conjunction with localized ETRANS

estimates to evaluate the spatiotemporal transpiration
variability in climate model simulations that utilize
prognostic (and therefore not observation constrained)
vegetation.
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